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Abstract 

The intention of this was to determine the distance to the Galactic Centre 

a new rn(7VfHKf and Stanek (1998) that uses the red 

stars as a standard candle, This was made by the 

which 

numbers of stars 

observed the OGLE well red 

structures in their colour We have used data obtained at 

in in collaboration with the PLANET lmi,,,r/1,/a .. 

that the observation 

region would reveal 

number events 

It was 

in the Galactic 

t{),'mrlTlfln about the Galactic structure in that and 

,-"",firln about the lens masses. The red ,<O,,"",u~"" is reviewed and 

UVV""U to several 3x 3 arcmin fields observed at low UfllElt'TIf' latitude and 'VI,',,"'U""_ in the 

Galactic 

7.97:1: 0.4 

The derived distances to the fields show consistency with the E2 bar model 

and indicate that the distance 

an is made to 

our sun to the Galactic Centre is 

the derived individual distance to 

to calculate the nnuih/p lens mass associated with each event, 
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In "otrr.,n",,,.,,, distances to are found a of tp('nnlnll not all of 

some of the distances are 

to estimate distances continues. 

these show (,n11<:i"tpl1('\1 when are 

found to be so different that the search for an accurate 

The vast number of stars observed in the micro lensing surveys makes it for us to 

the use of the red as a standard candle. Its use may be fundamental to re-

V~"W'"""6 the distance to the Galactic Centre. 

The distance to the centre of our is of iITlnn11'~l'('P to ~ "l'rrlnnlm\1 It acts as a scale 

factor to physical of the and the Universe 

• All distances determined radial velocities and a rotation model of the 

are to 

• Estimates of the and luminous mass of the 

• masses and luminosities of 

thermal source at the Galactic Centre 

such as 

also scale with Ro. 

molecular clouds and the non-

on 

• In since is used to calibrate '-'''''.H .. !',UU .. ..., is related to the 

Hubble constant. 

the distances to stars were calculated and used to calibrate luminosities. 

Thereafter was measured from the distribution of stars and 

at the distance to the centre of the 

the proper motions of masers which occur at the 

clusters. Kecermy 

have been made by 

of formed 

massive stars; nfl"lll""",r large uncertainties ~tt,ornnt" to constrain Ro properly. 

measurements of the distance to the centre of the 

9 
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.. The above-mentioned where the centroid the 

distribution of l',lvvu.al clusters that are assumed to be <:vrnmiptr'il"''' distributed around 

the Galactic Centre is located. 

of clusters. These seemed to show a decrease in 

outwards from the Galactic Centre. If the cluster distribution is 

""rnrnph-,.(' about the axis of Galactic rotation then an estimate of can be 

obtained its value until there is no correlation between the 

azimuth and the cluster Hl<;;L<lIl""liLY 

.. The observation of RR variable stars tl1r.ou~(h Baade's window of low extinction. 

Since the mean HUll'5'" LUU'" of the RR variables and the horizontal branch are 

cluster distances are correlated with those variables. 

variables is 

dej)enldelrlCe is revealed 

RR 

ael)en.aellce of the mean Ul"f,'I.J,'uu,,_ of the RR 

a dispulted issue. Some studies claim that no 

groups of different while others argue for a range of up to 0.8 

mag. 

As a result of the and extinction effects upon stars of various 

Red Stars .. _) in the !'",,<l ........... and observers 

have looked to observations to circumvent reduce the effects of lul. •• a ....... 1Lj and 

extinction in their observations_ In the infrared: 

.. The mean U'"6U'''U~''''' of a star may be determined more from a smaller number 

of observations. This is because the 

uU"I''' •• ", .... " in the infrared. 

curves in the "''''''''.'H1I. r have smaller 

n,,",rnT'rln corrections in the infrared are cOllsH1erably smaller than in the visual. 

.. In au •• ,,,v,,, stellar atnlospnf:nc vl", ...... ,"_" are smaller at ~'~''''''''AY iTnn]",,,,,, that 

corrections to absolute are smaller in the infrared. 

10 
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Astronomical observations are conducted 

order to 

surface of the star it is ,,,,,,"Art,, to to 

radiation in different 

amount of flux 

of the 

~~'~U"IS from the 

accuracy, how far away from the star the 

observer is. This in turn has '''''I-'''''''-'''''''''v.,,,, on the amount of we have into how the star is 

tUflctl:onmg at a leveL 

Astronomers are concerned with IUI.lUUV"'"], and a Ino'"rith1l'1''''' measure of it, described as a 

refer to received above the earths .. ",",vo'p""" and are 

described the v'l'~""'vu 

·m const- 15 where 

m 

Is - stellar lUA'LUllV""] 

The absolute '~~'ISU'«U"V describes the energy received at ten parsecs away from the star 

1.2 m-5 , where 

d - distance in parsecs where one parsec is the of 3.26 years. 

the distance to a star ac(:unltelly 

....... 'tUllV"") and the effective r.,.nln.,.,."r, are 

HR a fundamental 

us a better idea of the 'U"LUll~~' of the star. The 

into what known as a tlenz'onml!:-Kuss:ell 

11 
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The HertZ:DrUlng-RlISSt~l1 ,-I,,,,,,,,-.,rn features many consistent structures 1,,"UHj'U15 from the evolution 

of stars of different masses. On the HR about of a stars total lifetime is 

h",IT",rr"," in the main sequence of evolution. This is a in which the star 

mass exhibit is Y'-",",""'" into helium in its core. Main sequence stars of 

luminosities and less time on the main sequence. One may describe the evolution off the 

main sequence as follows 

The mass of the core the way in which the star evolves. 

For low mass stars we have little or no convection in the core. The cores are not mixed 

for this reason. of helium In an 

electron (1e~~enerate core pressure not a function of tenlpe:rature For this reason, the rise in 

does not result in an increase in pressure within the core. The shell source and 

the core starts COlotfllct:mg before it is <t"''''''''''''-'' near the "'''1IUll.U""g-(~h,mdTas:ekJtlar limit. At 

this the pressure in the isothermal core is unable to sustain the pressure of the outer 

of the star and a ,,"Vl.lUV"" ensues. This occurs the evolution of more massive stars. The 

for low mass stars, and the onset of movement away from the main sequence is less 

dej;;eI1lenlcy and an outer convection zone occur sooner than for mass stars. The slow 

evolution off the main sequence is an observed phl;mC,mtmon in the HR UH1'151"'H'" of ""VVU1'" 

clusters 

to a 

no gap 'fliT"""'" becomes in the core and energy 1.I1U'UU'~H\.111 moves 

where h"rl"r"'Y"'" is more abundant and the is a shell source 

np'JP,,-.nc around the rim of the helium core. The shell burns and thickens and soon becomes the 

main energy source in the star, "''"''''''''5 more energy than the core. H\J'i1rl ... a~·n is available to it in 

the ;>1"I"P"""'" above and the shell starts to burn outwards. in the pmJPlilnP above it is 

heated and recedes in front of the and the star """'IJUU,,",". The shell narrows, and towards the 

end of this the starts to become convective. Convection becomes lOcreaSlO.gly 

12 
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dominant as a mode 

between the outer 

The "' ..... ,,.. .. "U decreases with 

energy flow to the surface 

trarlspc.rt and The UV'''Ul'''''' source in the 

of the convective ,",U',,",UJUv and the surface of the star is the ion. 

tpn""Pl'<lt1'lrp in the pnl)to~;pnere 

the bJW1l(eltmg 

and a 

decreases 

as the mass of the convective increases and the star's lY1I1111V:>ILY increases as more 

0, ..... 10. ..... 111 is to reach the surface. hn'veume convection dominates while shell burns its way 

outward the star. At the 

heliwn 

branch 

carbon. The 

the core reached 

flash' occurs. This is the 

it is 

result in "AIJ"''''')J~'H 

vU'JUp;,H to remove aej;erlenlCY In this 

,"v,"""""". The tPn'lnp'r<> 

the material will 

"'VI,'U"U,"", to rise until 

in an 

manner due to the runaway release of nuclear energy. This violent for low mass stars 

models to describe it. In the 

any it is after the flash that the star settles into the core U,",'Hlll,l- of 

evolution. It is the metal core U""U11'- stars 

below the of the RGB in the HR ""'O't'''"' The upper mass limit for an electron 

oe,!en,erare core and 

et al 

fainter Ul"'i'5'I1LU''''':> 

These stars exhibit an 

may 

will have a lUJ.,U",.V.,.LY 

is about 2.4 for solar abundances 

,,,,",,,,un.,lLY. we see a located at 

stars. These stars have lost more mass in the heliwn flash 

lW]UUlU:SlLjI in this For masses 

core fur which the RGB is much 

about 0.4 mag below the mass stars. 

limit 

and 

It is these make up the red and which we consider as standard candles. The 

numbers of observed red stars enables us to reduce the "IoU'''''''''''''' error "'l~tH.u:"'<UUI.l' In 

aU<lluon, in a stellar all stars are at about the same OlstanCej the stars 

have a ''''''''1'I>"t bTl,gOl:ne,s and the mearl absolute does not 

vary much between diffurent SyS1:ems. 

13 
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two is a review of the literature the red distance techm,que. It 

contains a discussion of the method p.T'11lnI{1Vpn to use the red 

I~t",n(">~ and a review of the {'f\"",,pm"'nt debate vm ..... u.;; the 

stars to calculate astronomical 

of its use. 

"'L., __ ,. __ three contains a 

the data onto the standard 

of the observed data and the methods ptnnlnvpJ1 to transform 

of the zero 

then to the data and rnlln1l1"_"'" 

is 

are 

This is 

In aUU,lUUll, the method 

used to account for reoloenmg and extinction is discussed and npy·trU'rrtP,rl and the colour 

In PL., __ +, __ four a discussion of how we modified the red distance calculation tp{'lh,'I1I'"P for 

our use is pre~sented and the statistical error associated with the distance calculations are evaluated. 

The results of the distance calculations are then nr",,,,,,,,,t;·rl and tpnh.h",,,,1 

bar structure of the Galactic 

an is made to use our results to the 

field. A method for lI<:{"p.rt.~inincr the associated with each observed 

to the nr{'\nn~pn 

Vlvl''''ll'/!', events 

of the 

source stars and the mass limits for the lenses is discussed and to our results. In this latter 

on the meth(ldo,lo~~y rather than the crude results section of the 

obtained. 

the cmpmlSIS is 

,-"UI'L'''' six is the ... VI'I ... IUU""/!', rh,.nt,>r and Ul<''''''UL'' a short discussion of the usefulness of the work 

pn~sente:d in this thesis. 

14 
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as a....,""' .. "" .. " ...... 

In all ""''''V'''%<U distance measurements the star that is observed must be r"'mn,~,.,·rl with stars of 

the same for which we to accuracy, the absolute Utal5'lJLLU""''' and the 

distances to these The ]:.Ii,..n~.'('r\C satellite has with a "'''''C'''RJl';IJ'C; of stars 

many better than ten nl"lCC'l'lnt accuracy. These are stars in 

our solar neighl)oulfhc)Od and therefore certain factors are introduced from which our distance 

estimate & 1998: hereafter 

... The accuracy is oelJenOellt on the accuracy of known stars in the """,""''-'J',''v' Nevertheless 

there is a of stars in the with p""l""U~'A errors of at 

ten peI'cerlt. 

... Interstellar extinction must be 

solar nelgnl)Olllrn(JOO so that 

of the 

determined near the Galactic Centre and in the 

can be made between stars from two different 

... Stars in our solar nellgnoolllI 

age and mass. 

may differ from stars in chemical cOInplDslltl011, 

... If we have a small number of as we often do with Cel)nelOS and RR then a 

statistical error results. The statistical error often associated with small 

numbers of observed standard candles may be reduced stars, 

as occur in numbers in most stellar !'VIJu,aLl'J"" 

15 
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The a event is one in a million. For this reason, 

IlliIc:rOlenlSlI1lg surveys cover a number of stars. As a of these extensive surveys we 

have ph,oto,metry for thousands of stars which may be pre:serlted In COJlOUr-IIlagnmLloe 

of the of both ""'".,.,''' stars and the stars reveal that the mean 

infrared lH~I1:>UHU''''v'' I are inrlpr,,'nrlpnr of the colour index This was taken to 

indicate that is IJ""''''''''''' of age and chemical cornp()sit.ion and thus may be used as a 

standard candle. It was that a f'n.mn<lri'onn between the stars in Baade's window and 

the solar nelgmJOlllrn()Oa stars measured could be made. In 

hereafter 

P&S 

that claim that the models of 

absolute 

Girardi et al 

to have luminosities 

that the gerleralted with 

and 

on age and chemical COlrnpOSl This is a contentious issue. 

stars of different masses and metallicites are shown in SDW 

l11a"'Ul:lU~'v". While this is true, it is worth ","'nh,rn·",,., 

all exhibit a in width less than 

0.2 mag. It is the (rP"'P'Tl'Itl',rl with much lower H''-'UU'',",''], \Lr-v.'VVJlj that 

exhibit a as 0.5 in the context of stellar evolution the red 

is with low mass stars of while the horizontal branch situated below the 

red structure is IJVIJU,,,,,,,,,, with low mass stars of lower lHI;;,t<Wll\.-.,y It could well be that the 

results of the low .u"",aU.I.-H was ',,""'V"'~ P&S because it was felt that it was 

not TP.r,rp"p,nltl'l of the red stars are metal but rather was rer)re!;entatl of the 

horizontal branch stars. In any event, it was thus the observed indleplendlenl:;e of colour 

that orc'mo'ted the use of red stars as standard candles. 

Stanek constructed an extinction map for a arcmin of Baade's window. 

This was np.'Tn.'m,'11 a method Wozniak and Stanek to 

interstellar extinction that involved two-band pn()torneu'y of the red stars to construct 

the """""'''A''I'. curve. 

16 
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The extinction maps of Stanek for Baade's window are used to correct the colour-

YLU5HUU. The selected then binned into a the 

number of stars in each range. This is fitted with a function 

2.1 )=a+ )+---:.:..::::= ], 

where the first two terms are meant to take into account the bac:kgrolJlnd of red stars in the 

HR and 

o RC =0.28 OGLE 

o RC ::::0.24-

0.8~ <1.25 Baade's Window 

0.8~ <1.25 - Hir)oar'cos 

In their first apJ:'rm[imaticm derive 

=-0.185±0.Ol and deduce a distance modulus of 

cOl·re~;pondiing to a distance of 

The above-mentioned P&S calculation comes from .UIICJLJOUIAJ" stars with of accuracy 

better than 10 The calculations were then stars from the j..:/il"'1n~ir('{": 

error, and a similar """I-'IJ'cm.'11 and mean absolute \..a."uv:~u" known to within five 

17 
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were obtained. This showed that the use of less accurate data does not introduce a 

'''is'''U5 ....... , .. bias. 

A distance bias is introduced Hl1'''O,,.('(,< stars which are and can 

thus be measured out to distances. ",.""."",< stars are chosen as errors less 

than 10 1-''''1'''...... Therefore the accuracy of a measurement u"'~''-m'" on the ""y,,,r,,,nt 

"''L',6'''''-''~ the star. Hence the AJ.ll"I-'''C1I.A.''' stars in the used come from a 

volume of space than the ,u~,._",., faint ones and the mean intrinsic 

of the 

stars in the 

Gaussian 

is h,.,,-,ht,'r than it would be for a volume limited ""lUIlI<O. there are more 

than in the OGLE data that introduces a shift into the location of the 

to the b coefficient in <O\.j,~al.'UU The number of 

stars in each bin was then a factor 

2.2 f 

that normalized the fit and a value =-0.125±0.019 for absolute mean 

lua5UJLtu\..", corrected for distance bias. 

The interstellar extinction for the '"T'.''r,''''' stars had to be calculated. selected a "Ul,-"",LlUIJ 

of 228 UIJIJall ... U" stars with distance less than 70 parsec and determined the parametelrs of the best 

fit to the function for distance and ascertained that 

I,m =-0.192±0.023 and 0 RC =0.208 for the stars with average distance out as 50 

pc. This was to 437 further than 70 pc away and it was found 

that I,m aRC =0.234 and the average distance was 106 pc. The more distant 

stars were fainter 0.098 mag while their difference in distance was 56 pc. This is assumed to be 

due to interstellar extinction. back to d=O to 0 ,",vl',n,'''''''' and obtain 

=-0.279 and their final estimate is 0.088 than the Ulll':1I1al estimate. 

take this to be a estimated indication of what the error be. do 

18 
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mention hr.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. the differential extinction used is slgnltllCaJ1Uy 

been determined. 

than that which has 

then n:".u/,;<U';; the Galactic Bar !'l<:v'ml1r1pt,rv and take into account that the observed centroid 

of distribution for red cOlrrel;ponolOg to the of space of red 

stars in the direction of Baade's window is closer than the Galactic Centre. more stars 

are observed on the far side than on the near side of the Bar due to the increase with distance of the 

volume of the observed solid that the observed centroid is shifted to a somewhat 

distance than the location of the space 

oppose one another and the E2 bar model of Stanek et al 

found the real distance to the centre of the 

of the Bar stars. These two effects 

was used to calculate them. It was 

would be 0.02 mag than that 

obtained from the centroid distribution. The error in the zero of extinction maps contributes 

The corrected distance is the error, 0.05 mag et al Alcock et al 

-"'--"J '"'V'''5''' to be .... ..!..V.·.A~I" with distance HIL,UUIU;' 14.62±O.10. This value has since 

been corrected to Stanek and Garnarvich where corrected for the zero 

of the extinction map for Baade's Window established Stanek 

Of course the extent of the IJV~'~lI""v S],st~~m'l.tlc error that age and chemical COJmposltlOn would 

introduce into the distance estimate is unknown. The colour differences between and solar 

that there are 

-----"J are has not been reached 

2.3.1 Introduction 

The red L""jlUW-iU<;O has had some success. In 

and to M31 and 

other reliable distance calibrators. the red 

obtained distances to four fields both the 

19 
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""1',"'''''''''' Cloud for which found distance moduli 0.4 smaller than the 

acc:epted values. This rn'TP,mn to the """<'6""'>{""" Clouds fifteen closer 

than acc:eol:ed. It was assumed that a red the vertical red 

first noted and Lin 

V"",,,,,,,,,, which would 

was bolstered by Beaulieu and Sackett 

was taken to be an 

the 

feature rather than a 

calculated. This conclusion 

who showed that this feature had to be 

" Its presence was detected in all LMC fields 

", It in location with that of blue in the isochrones of intermediate age red 

stars with the age and J""'''''''''''''C'f of the LMC. 

" It was also shown to be in the inn:~T(,,()'" CMD for the solar 

where an VVIJ,,,,,"'''''' cannot be invoked. 

that the mean metallicities of stars in the Clouds exhibit lower mean 

metallicities than stars the solar nel,ght,ow'ho(Jd and the it was that 

chemical cornp()Sltlon may indeed have a Sigmtllcal effect on the mean 

An increase in utl. .. ,,'Jjtl ..... ,y is eX1Jected to a redder colour. There are several reasons for this. 

a in an <ltrnr",nh cOITeSPOllldS to an increase in h~",rnt1f"n and a 

increase in This would result in an increase of the stellar radius 

COlTe!;pc,ndmg to a of the effective tenlperatlJre. This can be ntprnT'ptp'fl as a 

effect that would redden the observed radiation. ,,;,\C'';UI:'Ul) the effect of line blank(~tin associated 

with an increased would result in the observed radiation emitted from cooler 

a reCIIOel[Un,g, so we would that would also demonstrate reddellin:g. Both effects 

metal rich stars to redder. This is indeed an effect stellar evolution models. 

20 
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Helium 

from within the 

to solar 

shell into the "'n"pl()n", due to internal 

to result in increased mass loss and 

The effect of helium 

rotation has been shown 

luminosities in the RGB 

horizontal branch 

and the horizontal branch in a bluer and 

This may be as an age the 

ages of clusters determined from the lUH'''''J'''' difference between the horizontal branch and the 

main sequence turnoff. In au\uu'u", of helium result in a RR period 

shift and a 

luminosities. 

RR relation if more occurs at low 

The observation of super oxygen-poor stars near the RGB 

indicates that red 

the 

of low mass are indeed 

M!r1rn,,,,,,,., shell out to the surface 

Ho:rrm:an, & .... m .... ...,", 1993) that aluminium can be 

of 

in M31 

in low mass red giants via proton 

on but that this process seems to occur only within the hydrogen shell \~ .... ,.,v. & 

It stands to reason then that any Hoffman 

process that 

been observed 

& 

up Al will also 

Norris & Da Costa 

up helium from the shell. Variations of Al have indeed 

and in Kraft et al This may indeed have 

consequences for the red because any of helium into the pn,j",I()n". 

while stars are the red branch will have consequences for the red branch 

The which will be described was to make of the model-based 

V~'"'h~"V"'~ into the effects of age, ,,,,,"ow,,,,, and helium content of the clump stars, and in turn, 

to to how a mean I lH"~Hj"'U"" that is constant over the range of the clump but 

variable in its actual value of mean l"a/SlULI.",,, could be U!','~U'JL1" have 

and for red indeed even for the 

VRC. 
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Table 1: The results TPnrnrl'IJr,'rl in this table appear in Cole and show the in mean 

red I-band absolute as a tunrtu:m and UU::"UUICIt as the 

models and 

Mass Z 

1.7 0.02 -0.17 

0.01 -0.27 

0.004 -0.42 

0.001 -0.65 

1.5 0.02 -0.13 

0.01 -0.23 

0.004 -0.35 

0.001 -0.43 

1.2 0.02 -0.00 

0.01 -0.10 

0.004 -0.20 

0.001 -0.32 

1.00 0.02 +0.05 

0.01 -0.03 

0.004 -0.07 

0.001 -0.10 

2.3.2 Model based 

Cole the lurnilnoslty depien(lem:e of the red on age and AU .... "'uu ... , that 

an of up to 0.6 mag in the mean absolute HAUiS""" ..... " can result. He examined the 

theoretical red models of Seidel et al which contained £>vr.lllt,n""rV tracks for 

masses between 0.74 and 1.7 solar masses and metallicities 0.02. 

Relative shifts between and the mean IUDllin'Dsiity of the were defined for 

each track in the track where evolution was slowest and hence more to be 

observed. Their best-fit result for the shift was ± 
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Tabulated in Table I are the theoretical results vu.uu." ..... He asserts that is almost 

.1.1.".1"1-".11"""1" of mass stars less than 1.2 but can still vary with metal abltnd:anc:e. Two 

different of star formation are """".,,, .. ;;u that et al where 73 

is -'-""-"J Z=O.OO 1 between 2 and 10 ago, and 

the rest a the 

'burstlike' star formation of 

Z=O.04 between 2 and 10 ago, and 56 n".,·,.."."t Z=O.008 1-2 old. 

The Holtzrnarm-lllke star formation 

that & 

would 'result in a 

indicated between the solar llllO'L<llJUo..lLY 

For the the star formation 

was Luv","""n to be more cornp~lt1lJle with 

star formation 

is not observed. A 

the LMC prolnptled a 0.04 mag 

was COflSl(leneO to be less <rtr<,in~·fI a mean 

shift 

between a constant and burst scenario was aocloteO. COIlcillde that distance moduli are 

2.3 =1 ± ± <!TO ..... fl'TU· , and 

2.4 ± 

VA~AJ.'~A'" the distance into closer with '-""I.ln ..... '" allstancf~s, the best value for 

is 18.94±O.04 and 18.50±:O.10 and the SMC and the LMC 

Cole estimates that the v.,,,i<ltinn,, core mass Mc and Y and Z is to in a shift 

less than 0.15 mag in most cases and less than 0.10 mag for the considered cases. 

estimate is made from the tabulations of """,'1.<1t<.:u and Gross 

effect is of the correct 

pV~IUlCl.UVl1" it will reduce the 1>l"''''''<1''l'J 

to erase the 

23 
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Cole claims that this """'V"""'" different de~~re!~s of accuracy, in ,-u'llll,ru"'Ull to other distance 

'UU"'-"'V'''. were obtained between the older Galactic 

Clouds. Cole concludes that the red method can be 

and the younger .. u,"' .... .,,,. 

to stellar pVl!-'U"""JU" 

known to be older than 6 while for younger will be than 

, and will have to be corrected up to as much as several tenths of a It 

was at this of the debate that the red was pf()cl<lirrled to be a non-standard candle. 

More Girardi et al showed that 

of with colour for the local could indeed be 

the 

while 

on 'HvLau',-" and not be constant among different IJUIJUI.:lU,"""". 

their models 

red fonned 

structure about 0.3 mag below the bluest ",vtr",,,,.,,hl of the 

heavier than the maximum mass for ue'velou:mg oe);enerate 

helium cores. This ""'I.V'R!al) is identifiable in the TnT'lllt"'''''''' database for stars with 

error less than ten ....... , ............ 

the and model gerlerated '-'U'HU1>. assert that the bluest 

extreme of the red contains younger more massive fainter stars in {'{)Tnn~lrT to the other 

stars. This blue extreme of the contributes to the mean .HU,EU'!'''''''''''' estimate 

because its pn<.r!'lt,nn from the main red 

stated to be de)JenldeJrlt on two factors: 

• The relative nrrmrorh",,, .. stars 

is not distinct. The actual 

1 to older stars. 

III The definition of the colour interval used to measure mean 

This is used to how the UH.I'. ... 'ua,lHv '-''''''''-',,, with a lower mean H''''WIl,'''''!,} 

24 
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in the measurement of l' Even may be constant over the it still shows a 

Le. for a with a lower mean value I will be 

It is believed that the reason that the distance calculated to the Galactic Centre P&S was not 

affected systel10atlc errors is because IlU',,,,,JUi> with metallicities between solar and 

twice that amount, the increase in mean Hla;e;UlltU,ly may be reversed if helium content 

increases nrn,nn"tin to Z. This is also mentioned 

and core mass Mc decreases with increases with 

conclude that if distance determination is made where 

that "in real stars, Y 

Y ,",U.''''H,,,rT and 

is assumed to be lflclep'endellt of 

the stellar pVlflUlaU'JU, then that distance would be accurate to 0.5 mag, which is too for 

"""'Vll.aVJI<O distance measurements. It seems that an ",,",,,nlT',,',, into the helium content of the 

red stars or the red stars in the may be worthwhile in 

helium may have on the red mean such a is 

this due to time limitations. 

2.3.3 .. ' ..... ,ni .. ;i""'1 Investigatilons 

At this it was fortunate that the desired tests of model 

available. A cOlrnprehlen:5i ~"'lM~'LlU'" was made Udal ski 

of the effect that 

the scope of 

became 

into the of 

1 with .,u~"~~, the RR mean V -band lUlllllH'U"ll) at the 

of the Galactic was used as a reference 1511"!'-'''' to of 

different ages and metallicities. "au.llll'''' of field RR 

Galactic 110 from the IMC and 128 from the SMC. The RR 

"!'-'!YUIl!); 73 from the 

distance scale was 

calibrated with the recent calibration of Gould and rODQ'WSIO which was based on statistical 

UH,AI"'''' Udalski found a weak d~)endeIlceonu~'~Au~, and zero was calibrated 

red stars in the <OUllHU1UU used for calibration: 
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2.5 
RC ± x ± 

The revised distances to the LMC and SMC were in with the RR 

distances C"T',n,""rt;n,n the short distance scale idea that he tr.rmpriv eXIJoumClea. 

The g;!,aU\Jll"ll'p between the V -band absolute was taken to be 

2.6 RR = (0.18 x / + const 

and was derived based on observations ofRR stars from the It was assumed that the 

same relation would hold in other ","'''All'''' 

been well determined in a 

The mean 

survey 

ofRR 

Walker and 

stars in the has 

to be 

.0 with a dislJerSiion of 0.16. The metallicities aocmt,,:o for the LMC and SMC 

RR stars were -1.6±O.2 and -1.7±0.2 The absolute calibration of the RR 

was based on statistical of about 150 stars derived from based and 

proper motions 

-1.0 and a 

2.7 RR = 

"""UU1,"'1l'tJ for 

± 

The distance moduli were obtained 

The mean absolute a H!I;;,w"m •• "y of 

found to be 

the difference between the V band 

calibrated for and the mean absolute written above. 

line is "",-r"-'- for the difference between the mean I-band bnghtne~;s of the 

stars and the mean V-band 'U'JIUllU"" of the RR reduced to 

the metallicities of the 

observed between mean red 

GB and the Carina A trend is 

lU"5'U,'UlJllO and Hl<;,t<UJl1'-'lH of an Hi]ppatrc()s stars are then 
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used to calibrate the zero 

""U.llWlJ<, in the for 

of the 

RC frlT,.."",,,lu mentioned. 
I 

relation for the red stars 

A further pm,ni,';"'''' test was conducted Udal ski and the constancy of RC 

with to age in the range of ages from 2-10 Fifteen star clusters of age from 

1.5 to 12 were observed in the haloes of the LMC and SMC and their ilUL/"v'~U"U' values of 

were calculated for mean metallicities of -0.8 for the LMC and -1.2 for SMC. noted 

that for older than 10 the mean H1"eUJ,'''''''''' could be up to 0.3 to 0.4 

a limit on the ''-'\..,mu4u'~, The obtained nAaleHUU',,, •• ,, were 

in with each other and nr'>"1t ... n~ 17.88 mag for the LMC 

with a standard deviation of 0.05 mag and 18.31 mag for the SMC with a standard deviation 

of 0.07 mag. The main contributors to the errors occurred where the was defined and 

where the correction was uncertain. It seems that the red of 

Hl!;<LillUHJl/", distances has at this been and calibrated such that it 

can be trusted as a ""'-V'''''"UJ distance indicator. even a recent calculation of the distance 

to M31 the red stars has a distance of 

in o .. pp,."pnt with a recent determination of Holland which uses 

the red branches of I'.lUUUl,a.< clusters inM31 
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The data was collected as a by-prCldulct of the PLANET ~~"''''''5 Anomalies 

crOllerlslflg survey. This is a coordinated caropalgn to monitor IDllcrolenlSlfl1! events COlmUlUOUSIY 

with teh~scool~S distributed at intervals of 'VlIi".1UA .... " in the southern ""1111"1'"\" v. The Cousins 

I-band and the Johnson V-band are monitored in order to obtain nh,r.tf"lrn"·t .. ,, with minimal 

exposure time in all 

Sutherland in South 

tel(~sc()pe at the 

of the moon. In 1997 the survey included the SAAO 1m at 

the 1m in Tasmania and the Dutch 0.91m 

Southern '''~'~''''''~''"m on La Silla. 

All data nrp<:f'T1,tprI here were on the SAAO 1m tele:scc,pe. This is located at longltllde and 

latitude 20.81 and -32.8 ""<Tr"p~ has a 

were flatfielded and debiased 

reduction at SAAO is np,·tr.1"tn,'rI 

for in each the best 

scale of 0.35" and a CCD format of 512X512 

mean flats measured at The on-line 

va ... "'a;:;, .... A "''',''''Vi",U\o of 1'\",,,h'"\Y'\Q was established 

of that and ten stars were 

chosen as reference stars which were used to monitor the progress of an event 

weather \.,Vl,lUlIl1Ul1;) and served as a to reduction difficulties which may result from poor 

~n~lr"",{'v fluctuations. The flux of the microlensed 

source was vAI""""""u. as a fraction of the average flux of the reference stars, which would later be 

calibrated phl)tometnc standard stars. 

The exposure time for each field was about 5 minutes in I and about 10 minutes in V. 

The official names of the fields are written in the form MACHO 97-BLG-31 etc. but PLANET 

uses shortened names for convenience. Further about the PLANET 

ampallgn may be found in Albrow et al 
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In order obtain astJronorrLlC~lll useful we need to have phlDtometry on a standard 

This involves for each field and N"\y-r.,r·t;n the observed lUQ,/;\l1J'lU","," 

for colour standard stars was used to set the zero for the 

observed fields \,."'-'11;<','"'' 

have been determined to a 

The Ul"6"'''''''''''''' and colours for the t"'_'-F',o,nn standard stars 

of a few thousandths of a .Ha,5'''IUU'\'--

In order to ensure that ohl)tometnc conditions were stable over a 

program stars were bracketed with observations of about to ten 

the observations of 

standards. The 

instrumental "1<l'O""LUI.1<O" are recorded an ., ... ,."h,,,,. measurement centred on the star in which the 

total number of counts per second received is recorded. The ba(:lCgrOtma is estimated from an 

annulus outside the star ,,"pTtlllr,. DoPhot does this «u,.VH.au",a.,] and subtracts the ba(:kgrOtmd 

measurement from the initial measurement a corrected instrumental The 

instrumental can be described the <OL!tXiUJ'VU 

3.0 i= 

the J of the various stars, enables us to make a with the 

instrumental 111"6"''''''''''''''' i of the stars, so as to find the zero of calibration of our 

instrument to standard Ul<L1';Ul, LU<.t<o". This is done of the difference between the 

instrumental i, V and known ma:gnitUlies of each ""'-''''''-'VU (i , (v 

value for each A line is 

a zero value and the a and b associated with the 

3.1 i-J- secz + 
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3.2 v-v secz + 

where k sec Z is the correction for extinction and k is the "nc''' ..... 'tm,n coefficient of the earths 

The for each V<O"OHKLU band on each are found 

is U'-'fJ'-'U,U'-"'" upon instrumental factors such as the 

the 

of the 

above. The 

the filters used 

and the CCD detector. Since these factors are eXI)ecteo to be more or less constant from to 

the variation between can be refl:arcleO to reflect whether the were 

phc:>tometric or not. 

Certain anomalous observations of standard stars were selected for omission. If stars exhibited 

behaviour that IHll~ll~,U 

that the .. n~'~uw 

were omitted. In a check was to ensure 

of one H_"P"'"'' star to another was not close 

measurement. This was done stars 

be stressed that care was taken to avoid ntllUeI1,Clrlg zero 

stars for no reason. 

Where agl'eelme:nt between the between different 

the recorded 

1989). It should 

between 

a mean maybe 

aQClPte:o for a 3.1 and which would then zero 

measurements for each 

mean 

Results: 

It was found that the 

of observation. 

were not phl)to:meltric 

The 

while the 

the deviation of each 

and its variation in time established, 

from the line drawn with the 

a and b in the were in close cr .. ""mp.nt for two 

that conditions values obtained for an .nt, .... "·".n'n" 

then. These shall henceforth be referred to as 

associated with the I filter for 

associated with the V filter for 

31 
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deviations of each from the line in each case were lower than that of the 

as should be. This may be seen below. 

Table 2. These are the tabulated results. These tables exhibit the strlouz,lzt-J'tne one 

and two in I and V; and their associated InE;:?rCt:ms and standard deviations. 

show the C0l7e;~DOlndinz to the data. 

, I Night One • NightTwo 
I 

a -0.066 -0.075 
T 

~.r" (mag) -21.147 -21.145 

No. of Stars 30 27 . 
" 

Standard Deviation 0.016 0.021. 
I 

------- ------ . ----- I 
V 0 

b -0.048 -0.025 

-r: (mag) -21.697 -21.697 

No of stars I 28 21 

Standard Deviatio 0.01 

NIGHTS ONE AND TWO IN I v 
-21.16 

-21.18 

0.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 

-21.16 -21.86 

-21.18 -21.68 

-21.20 

-21.24 

-21.25 

-21.28 

0.5 1.5 
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1: These exhibit the made the ""',n> •. .-< mean 

-21.16 -21.66 

-21.58 

-21.70 

-21.24-

-21.2~ -21.76 

-21.28 -21.78 

0.5 1.5 0.5 ;'5 

In all the CA.LUI.IIL"U in Table 2, the cor:res}:)omjs to the left hand side of the eq~!atilons 

3.1 and 3.2 while the x-axis cOITeSPOllds to the term on the band side of these 

The mean for the I and V filters were -0.070 and ~0.036 1'".",,,,,,,..11'1,,,,, 

these mean the calculated zero in I for one and two were -21.144 

and -21.151 reS1Jectlvel while the zero in V for one and two were -21.685 and 

-21.686 

The was out stars after the 

reduction. The zero did not vary from its value outside that of the associated 

1S in the next section. 

Zero Point Variation With Time: 

For each the deviation of each from the line was ~'U~Wa.<;;''-1. In each case, most of the 

deviations from the line were within 0.02 mag, while the turtlle.st were at most 0.06 

ma:gnlllllQleS away from the line. Zero settm!~s determined in other surveys of this kind 

have an error of about 0.05 U..w'5ll."U'~"" aSSOCl,ated. with these are 

due to stars recorded at 'While the 
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zero does vary in the of the lines UJ.:j\,;U.Ullll<: this variation is one 

exhibits the ~d~thebe~~mnmgofthe the deviation is -0.011 mag while at the 

of the the deviation is +0.013 mag. The results are nn~!'(ente:d 2 and Table 3. 

2: the zero variation with time one and two while the 

results 3 below. 

0.06 

.s > 0.0 .. 
.s 
.§ 0.02 
e .;; 

". <!l 0.00 

r 
-0.04 

.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 
Time Time 

0.08 0.03 

0.06 0.02 

0.C4 > [ .S 0.01 
c " 

f 
.s 0.02. .s 
"0 "5 .s: .;; 
" O.co 0 . ". . .. 

0 
~ 

" -0.01 -0.02. 

r -o.C4. -0.02 
.2. .3 .4- .i; .6 .2. .:S .5 .5 

3: These are C017ejmondl'n!! to above. 
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We can now make use of the relation between deviation and time to derive the _,_._ ... _ .. _ that 

would describe how the zero 

deviation in time may be 

varies in time. 

as; 

+c, 

= i-I ksec z 

V -ksec z 

These describe how the zero would 

when the measurements of fields at different times 

3.2.1 Reduction of Frames 

3.1 and 3.2 we can see that where the 

- C, and 

C. 

in time. This relation will be needed 

the are reduced. 

The recorded frames were 3x3 arcnrin in dimension. The reduction of each field and the "'U''''''"'F. 

up of stars in different frames were all done the DoPhot 1''''''''''''''''' In the reduction of each frame 

an and the of the fit of a Gaussian was recorded: 

3.4 

3.5 Fit 11"l,l';11IL11,"'''' '" 

The ",.".ih·"rv constant 27 was added in order to make the for convenience. 

measurements M_T'pcy.nn standard stars were corrected for It has been described how the 

the effect of the For the frames taken of the observed the same 

crowded. In order to nr'>V1r'p true method cannot be used because the 

measurements of stars the frames that may be corrected 
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with the zero derived from the we had to 

the process which shall be described 

3: This is an the 'ffprp~'rp between and an,~rnlrt:! 

maJmi~rU(leS may be seen to at ma,!m!irUal~s the 

rliffi>r,pnt'p varies more. 

t;: 
A-I Ce cC t::I " 

<l.) 
..... 
:::l 2 

0 

-2 

while the "np,rlI"r,. IIJagmtliloe:s are ]nvarl,mt. the fit IIJa,gmtuC1es no doubt vary with 

factors like would mean the Gaussian fit is more out or is and 

a correlated in il.lLI,,EYUJLLUC'-'" can be To cOlTIO,ensate for this the average variation 

the difference between fit 

fit U.IQ.!;J.u, .... ,,'" shows a more stable distribution at 

eXl)ecteC1). For each frame a of this was made 

Thereafter the more section was subdivided into one u.IQ.,EYUJ" .... y,'- ranges for which an average 

value was a of the number of stars versus 

was fitted with a Gaussian and the average fitted 
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recorded. The values and where the ranges seemed to 

stabilize a value was ""'J"":;.U, i.e and 

It was then to calculate the effective "npOTIlIFF' 

3.6(a) + • and 

-27+ 

effects were then corrected for the standard values for and coefficients 

used at Sutherland. These values were \.oVJLHI-IUH •• U with those determined with the O.5m ''':;1''''''')1-110 on 

the same and were not found to be "15HHJl\.oaJllUY different. In aU'.HLlUU, the zero was 

corrected for ,""JIU"',," the corrected "nr'''TIF'nt and Vapp' 

3.7 secz- + 

3.8 

secz- (t)+ 

3.9 

3.10 
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The 

secz 

3. 

secz - + 

sunnnarise how the ".w'b"""""""" are arrived at. 

Error 

3.7 and we may derive the 

3.14 1= 

3.15 v , where 

= i secz 

3. =v secz , and 

where I and V the known values of L;-'.';;''''lUH standard stars, and the mean a 

and b are those which were determined earlier. and are the airmass and zero 

corrected measurements that we have made of these same standard stars. An iterative process may 

be to how the standard stars would behave if were treated as program stars. 

We can let be some value and calculate I and V . We can then calculate 

, which may be substituted for in the above and used to recalculate 
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I and V . This process can be iterated until convergence between I and V values are reached. 

These I and V values should be COI1tlparaOle to the and values in the 

"'''H,tl1V,",UIO which have been determined to a "1"',0',.,..0.,," of a few in a thousand. 

The differences ) and ) would then reflect the true deviations in the value of 

the zero The standard deviations would be I and 

is the number of stars used in and would reflect the 

The results for this exercise standard deviations 0.016 and 0.023 in I for 

two, while Uv',UHl',,- 0.021 and 0,014 in V for one and two TPcnpr·t1vpl 

deviations are in a2J'eelment with what should occur based on standard deviations 

one and 

These standard 

in the 

data evaluated up to now. The standard errors associated with I are 0.03 and 0.05 for one 

and two In the standard errors are 0.004 and 0.003 for one and two 

These errors are TPrm"'""nt,,t'ovp of the sanlDIi~S of ... T'''''''''''" standard stars and 

show COlIS1!;terlcy in the zero determinations on different When the zero is 

to an entire field of stars, nn"""""P'" 

measurement and it would be safer to 

rTn,mn,nn in the field the accuracy of 

that error associated with the zero of the red 

stars as 0.02 lJU'I-'WJ' formal error described 

each star in a field is corrected for the colour _..,._. ______ in a process similar to that 

outlined above. The final and for each star in the field is found the IOLI'laU'UU;) 

3. 
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where is taken to be ) at first and the are iterated the same 

a and b values until convergence is reached between consecutive and values 

3.3.1 Error 

DoPhot the error in ma.gmtudle of each fitted star and an error was done. A of 

AU"'/SAU'U'-'" error versus fit was made and was fitted with eXI'Oftenttal A"""<>"'/S functions 

on both sides of the distribution. Stars observed at should have 

small errors in to those at fainter magmtudles. The functions chosen to 

limit the errors reflect this If a star at has a error associated 

with it, then the measurement cannot be and no assurance can be that the star is 

indeed of the ,",VI,,"UA"U',",U. In ""'\~A"VH, it ensures that the stars in each frame would be 

chosen to be suited to the modified Gaussian fit that would be used to the mean 

Even in the faintest "".6"' .... "" ... no 

star with a DoPhot formal error more than 0.2 AU"'/S"UU,."" was chosen. In the U"'/S"'.'U""" range that 

the red occurs, the DoPhot formal error is wVl"'''''''''uu.' Y less than 0.02 An 

of one such reduction is shown in 4. 
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reduction TlO"fr!r7YI on stars. The "''',IUIt~rLl,LUL t1mrl7,<JI1~ on 

either side distribution renresent stars above the upper 

e;r;I~On:en:nal t1Jnrnr)1! or the lower ~~LltJll,,,m,ttut tu""t'hrm were omitted 

.20i-----~----~----~----~----~ 

.15 

= "-
0::: 
0::: .10 w 
<.:) 

< 
~ 

.05 

.00 +-~_~iiii. 
14 24 

The very same kind of error reduction was ,..,"'Tfh,.m on the V .'"""'6 ... ' ....... "''' 

Results: 

The colour ... ""6.I..U" .... ~'''' '-Cu, .. &'''"'-''-' 1 versus were drawn and 

and after whole process had been imJ:)iernented for a "' ..... "' ........ <U field in the 1 and V 

ma,gni,tudl~s then the stars can be matched up in both frames 

a colour """"5U-""""" .:r, __ , __ can be pn)(ll;LCeIJ. 

Co:m:paru,on of observations the same fields reveal a consistent well calibrated data set 

that is ....... ,o.u ... for distance measurement. The when cornpared to extJinction corrected 

of the reveal that the fields are about two ma,gmtud'es fainter in V . It 

must be noted that the corrected fields were in Baade's window of low extinction where extinction 

has a minimum of about 15 ma:gm1tudl~S a maximum of about two V ... w,&"-'-", ..... "''' \~ .. _~ .... 

An example of one one and two shown in 5. 
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5:These are observations 

were observed on two. 

were 

14 

J:l. 
J:l. 16 
!! 

18 

, I 

o 

on one and MB9749 on two. Less stars 

~i:m'iln;ntv is a ma!Cal~On that 

14 

18 

5 o 

An instrumental nh,.p,-vpr1 i.e. a ,",","",\.IJLI':'" cut-off nu:lDiI1lg from about the to 

This is not an but arises because the V band limit is constant 

) . Since I const - , an increase in 1.0 leads to a decrease of I 

1.0. The red itself can be seen on the red which suffers from 

considerable ,.. ... ",,,1I"Iino 

3.3.2 .. "",.nu;UUJ'6 and Extinction 

An data from the and 

IRASIISSA surveys hereafter: The map, while 

accurate at ~"'~~~_,~ as inaccurate for latitudes within Ihl < 

made an into the reddening values of the SFD 

within this that it overestimates the a factor of about 1.36. 

This was the reaaeIlll.llg map of Baade's Window and a ofl9 

for the 1 <OULU<;;,I..I.W,E; is the of Harris 
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SFD were '"'v.ulJ,'u .... u with the known relation was ~"'IJU"'-' 

between the two. This al)',UL-l,UJI .. relation a factor around 1.36. This may be 

In U,-"",,.vu, the relation between the SFD map and the !,;lUUU'''' clusters alone was found to be 

=1 

While these relations are useful in the < ,it may be Ull''''''''Ull11!,; in 

close to the Galactic < . One of our MB9741 was located too close to 

the Galactic for this ",U"",UIUJ::, relation to be used. Both relations similar values if 

is close to the value 1, h()lUVI"'VI"T for values from 1 there is a signifj,caJlt 

difference between the values that the relations 

It was decided that the second relation a better account of the redldelrnng in the 

and this was the relation that was <!"t,<!p,n",'ntlv used. the I ma,gnitu(:ies were 

similar for both .... ","vu", it seems that extinction in V was underestimated 3. 

that seemed shifted too far to the red on the axis. Since Baade's Window is a 

of low re(loemrlg it was felt that a number of from it result in the 

relation biased towards lower recldeninlg values. 

Each field is corrected for such a way that every star is corrected for 

with 

error to be used. 

redljenmg. The A V,",,",,,,, across a field "'lla'H!';\~" 

"'U"VUU')', values that are within small resolution will 

so an 

~""""U~.HU15 across the Galactic may vary due to the concentration of dust 

and filaments of dust that occur there. It is to note that the surveys are 

focussed on windows of low This is to the need to observe 

numbers of stars in the of rl .. t .. rt ... H' a Ul,"'H"jlU~ event. the observed fields can with 
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confidence be r""'''rr!",r! as a more or less uniform distribution in redldemn with 

in some cases across the field. The values of may 

from values as low as 0.6 to values as as 1.4 extreme cases of variation in 

range between about 1 and lA. 

A of values is obtained for each 3>:3 arcrnin field. The is then divided into 400 squares 

as and a value of redlClemng is derived at each This indicates that the 

would at the most 0.04 "L"',iSU"""~"'''' per block a 

1.4 from one side of the field to while for most of the fields it would more 

of 0.6 to 

be about 

0.02 

could 

a of 1 to 1.4 from one side of the field to 

would be 0.008 and 0.004 r"''''~'''I'I'v'''!lv 

The standard deviations that 

The statistical error 

a""v .... ,o. ..... · .... with these values is 0.006. This value overestimates the error because it is 1.111'''''''''''111'"''1.1 

Mp<'I't'inti'JP of the error and it is this error that we as the error associated but is 

with the This an account of the statistical error in the 

measurement and makes no ... " .• ".,,,. to evaluate the SYS,teIlllatlc error that could result from the 

dust structure within the resolution aClC)Pte:CI here. 

After the established and a reclClemIllg value allocated to each vertex in the 

determines the of each star the coordinate location of the star. The 

a program 

consists of 

400 'boxes' within which the stars in the field may be located. In any box the ''-''''''-''''''u''E; 

values will be located at the four vertices ",U\"lU"'lU,!; the box. If the star is located within a certain 

'box' in the then it will be "'''''',l,!;lll;;;''' the 

vertices. Ke:ooerung increases in value towards the 

of the values of 

in the x 

"' ....... v",,'1'. located at its 

and therefore the 

chosen "''''''''''''''5 value often co:rrespcmd!s to that of the vertex that is closer to the In this 

way, a value redlOenmg is attained for each individual star. 

This reCldemrlg value is then converted to the universal relation 

3.18 =1.3x 
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The value 1.3 is the universal relation ad(}Pte:d Stanek in order to the 

visual extinction in the relation 

3.19 ± x 

which was determined for Baade's window ~",.,au",,,,~ was used. The ratio 2.49±0.02 was 

deemed ,,,,,n,-,.,,n,.i 

and 

five of the Galactic 

used. 

in of the v"'~tHJ:~tTrm into the selective extinction across the 

flUl,llV""'''' the ratio varied from 2.35 to 2.66 across latitudes zero to 

all values agree within their associated errors and the value 2.49 can be 

Wozniak and Stanek used the red stars of OGLE fields 

construct the U;;U,uv,UH.'l:, curve and obtained results that were consistent with the constant value of 

the extinction to reClaemrlg ratio "'Y1C'ir"'~~PJ1 in eClllarJIOn 3.19. 

subfields with different extinction are and used to construct a reclderunlg curve. 

The method used to "pn,>r",tp subfields is a list of stars contained in this 

field was extracted with their V PVO"UV'l, on the frame. stars with V$20 mag 

were used in order to ensure '-'V'''P''''''''U'''''' field f'rnuuiinO' Each frame was divided 

32x 32 subframes and the total number of database stars in each frame were 

C01nDILlteICl. and were on average 15-100 in each subframe. The subframes are then "rr"n,~pr1 into 16 

groups in order of number of database stars per with each group \.cV.1«UHH,'5 

the same number of stars. The of subframes should then reflect a u""'~''-'a':''H;::' 

extinction in a group. The shifts in and extinction for each subfield are obtained and the 

random errors of these values are ascertained a hn"totr'ln 

Stanek the method of Wozniak and Stanek to map the interstellar extinction for the 

Baade's window of the Galactic The method is star maps of nine 

Baade's window fields in a 40x40 arcmin of Baade's window. A line is 
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fitted to the results and the relation 3.19 is 

obtained Warren and Cousins 

from the fit. This value is close to the value 2.6 

and Walker 

The extinction in I is calculated 

and the extinction corrected values for the V and I bands are calculated to be 

3.21 I 

3.22 =V-

1<· .... , ... ,,0 ...... ' .. '11'1 Stars 

one may that stars the line of which passes thrl()u~~h the disk 

towards the may be allocated wrong values of recloernng the SFD map, and may 

contaminate the red and thus affect the estimate of its mean UIU,!5111<UU"' ..... nUJ'''"''''T there are 

fewer t",.,,,,,,-,,,,,,,"I stars ",..ron ...... ,., in a 3><3 arcmin field than 

these would in some sense be dealt with the additional terms in the 

used to calculate the mean of the In ""flllTl.m the disk 

seen as an enhancement in the number of stars of the 

stars make up about ten of the total number of stars at V 

red 

but 

stars at V et 
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Results: 

the nrclceclure outline:d the fields were corrected for "vri,.,t';""" and 

1.21 and 1.22 were used to ~t;Jj,t;La,t; the colour u"",&,",-",,,,,,,,, (t!i'lO"r~n'~ The same two fields that 

in the pl(~ced:ullg section now corrected for extinction are in 6. The 

extinction t', ....... "'''''tp,; fields are all with the The 

are well Utlliit"""'. and thus may cOIllIlOentlY be used for distance l.,al'I.,ULi:1L1I;W 4 

contains the vital information used in red,UC1Ln!!: all the fields. 

6: This table 1> ... 1,;h;f<: the extinction corrected colour mUIUI,!IU'lf! n;,noc",n,,"<' 

MB975 0 on one and MB9749 on two. 

10 10 . . . " . 
l'a . . 

12 12 

14- 14-

16 16 

18 18 

20 20 
0 2 4 6 0 

V-I 
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Table 4: The table shows the values for reoaenmg at the centre of each field i.e. x and y 

coordinates 

3.80 

3791463 

3791464 3791140 
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utilised to calculate the mean magniltudle of the red has been The method 

described in 

used is that 

two. The "' ..... UHJlUj4 characteristic of the fields on which this method has been 

contain many thousands of stars. Our fields do not. The reason is that our fields 

were ('()n",rl""'l1 smaller in size 3x3 arcrrun in dmneI1lSI0n). and were not 

chosen for this 

conducted. 

These fields are the Dv-prC>Qu<ct of the survey 

The standard Pr()ce(1wre is to select stars within certain colour ranges and then bin the 

selected into a h,<t"""",,,m ".,,,,,u.n.,. the number of stars in each 111Ul;1U.lU\J,,,, range. This 

ctr",...,."rn is fitted with a function 

4.1 ) a + )+-~= 

in order to find the of this modified Gaussian function 

As a consequence of the number of stars observed in the fields of the nu<:rOlens:mg 

surveys, the intervals chosen to describe the red on the colour 1u"'.oU1lU,"'," could be 

1''''"nfr'Tt~ihh into the interval chosen ('rll,,,"'rv,, "'''IJ'',",UUIY on the V-I axis. The red 

0.8< <1.2 mag for the Hl1DP~lfC()S stars while for the the falls 

in the interval 0.8< <1.4 mag. In order to fit the modified Gaussian lUl'vUVH, stars 

consistent with the interval dictated Hn'n~ir('('" stars were chosen. Now while this may have 

been done in fields a number of stars in order to preserve some kind of 

between the and stars, the fact remains that the red 
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in the Galactic are distinct in that their average < > value occurs 

at around 1.2 mag while the average < > value for inT'.~,..",,~ stars occurs around 1.0 mag 

that the reason for this method in the first is the of the 

red mean over the entire red range there should be no 

reason the entire interval of the fields should be and 

the restricted number of stars fields in our survey, this is the <>nTwn'ol"'h we 

elected to use. If a trend with Ul~;l41U"l in the red mean 

then we will have to be content with our use of the "''-''''''''-'''.1 correction derived 

Udalski mentioned in two, 

4.2 RC ± x ± 

In order to use this the ""'~'U"~UL found within a 

few arc minutes of the Galactic was - .. ,.,.,.".J-'~' 

4.3 = ± xb+ ± 

In the final value will be that corrected for the effect of ",,-,,,,,,,,,,,,.1 within the 

and thus its 

for this 

stars. While this relation is 

is believed to be 0.0 

it may be useful to remember that the average 

which is in conflict with the values 0.29 

and 0.44 established resolution abundance of K in Baade's window 

and that the of their stars are super metal-rich. 

This does not constitute a result for the average lu .... 'au" .... I"Y of all the stars in the 

the average 111"',a111\- forRR 

while the average 

et which is (" ..... ,nn",."hl 

stars in the 

for M 

to that of the K 

was found to be -LO and 

was found to be 0.3 

It makes sense that the RR 

exhibit a lower Ul .... '<"11 ..... stars that occur on the horizontal the metal poor 

of stars. To add to this an into K and G 

an average Ul""a""""y of 0.17 and It could be that 
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the average metallicities derived MandG would better describe the HH •• ,U"", •• ,,]' of 

stars but a range of metaHicities is observed in these studies and UHIU1,' .. "'1J that 

the "''''''V'''''''], correction relation (1 is rather there is no reason the relation 

derived cannot be used. 

The distance modulus m-M is still calculated the absolute mean Hl",5";'"'''''' derived for the 

H"~T'"I~'"(,(\''' stars in P&S where n~---v, ... where the error is a very crude estimate of 

error associated with their crude evaluation of extinction associated with the 

""'<, .. """ stars 

4.1.1 Statistical Error Evaluation 

the standard errors associated with the zero have been established in the I'h"nt<'r on 

data reduction. These standard errors were very smalL It was decided that the error in the zero 

ca1cuation should be considered to be that of the formal DoPhot error 0.02 associated with 

the red stars. The statistical error associated with the would be about 0.006 mag at 

most. In aU'UWJU, there is an error of 0.02 mag associated with the relation 3.19 used to calculate 

visual extinction. In order to calculate the error in the eqllatllOn 3.19 an average value 

of 1.2 was chosen so that the fractional error may be evaluated. This was found to be 0.01. 

The errors associated with and are thus 0.01 and 0.011 ,.",,,,n,,,,·tivplv The errors associated 

with and in C\.jLIi:tU'Ul!:> 3.21 and 3.22 are thus 0.023 and 0.022 ,.",,,,r."'f't. 

In the of the Gaussian the standard deviation cr associated with has an associated 

o 
standard error of . The value of cr is the value and in 

the standard error would be about 0.031 mag at most. the fitted mean 

has an error of 0.038 associated with it. 
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A further error of 0.04 mag is introduced into ''''' ..... ''''5 use of the ",,-uu . .,,,,, calibration 

and the calculations 4.2 and 4.3. In order to calculate the 

fractional error associated with <OY • .l'Ui'VU 4.3 we determine the values of at the limits of 

latitude 2<b<5. These limits indicate a range of 0.2 in the value of this 

value into eqllatllon 4.2 then an """"rt,,,,,,,,, of 0.04 mag in RC This 

translates into a statistical error of at most if this error is evaluated in the calculated 

distance to every field. This error is than that of other studies about 0.4 in the case of 

;""nn,ch",t to note that a P&S but was corrected to 0.2 Stanek & Garnarvich 

of the error is introduced by the use of the '''''·U;U.u,-, ",a, 'Ul a"''-'l1 , which that 

studies that make use of crude lUI.'<UJll'",J":t estimates may find that their errors are in fact In 

addition more accurate studies may enable this distance calculation teCnnlqtte to be 

refined even further. In any event, it is ",,,r'nn"« nonetheless that a such as this that uses 

red that contain less stars an order of 'U"5'U'U~'''' than other studies still has a 

small statistical error associated with it. 

the aforementioned crude estimate of error in the extinction evaluation of 

l-li''Ino,r('(,,, stars carried out P&S is 0.088 mag. If we include this error in our 

consideration of our distance estimates the total error in the distance modulus would be 0.104. This 

translates into a maximum error of 0.4 in our distance estimates. 
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4.2.1 The 

7; The 

nn~Sl'r""f1 here. 

7 are the Shovmin 

red The red structures ofMB9726 and 

rest of the fields. The reason that 

for ~~t,~,..",,,,,~ is not valid for this 

appears to be too 

located in the 
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where the extinction correction "''1'''Ul'UH'' are not valid mentioned in section MB9726 is 

also shifted into the red and this may be because the SFD re(lUemI1lg map used may not have a fine 

resolution to reveal the variations in reGlOenlIllg in the where it is ,V\.-u,v'u.. In 

it is close to the Galactic Centre in both longitllde and latitude and this may 

the excessive that this field seems to exhibit. As it the map indicates 

bits of and drastic In values across the field. MB9749 is located in 

the most suitable for to be In any event, MB9741 and 

MB9726 are not used in the that the cannot be 

determined for them. 

4.2.2 The Red Mean ' .... "6 ......... ," 

The red mean HAU,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, were found all stars in the intervals 13< I <15 and 

0.8< <1.5 with the modified Gaussian function. The intervals were chosen to include the 

maximum number of stars. The stars were binned and fitted the 

uses a reduction 

the data with a 

to n,.('""('.,,, a fit. """''''-l.UllO different sizes of U"'lOWlUU'''' 

bins and a""" V.>l ... the to different Ulll'HH:'~ 

choices could be ascertained. The reduced values indicate a poor fit to the data 

of3 and This would be to our detriment if we were interested in the area under the curve, 

but it was found that the 

or how small the reduced 

value within our 

value was 

It was therefore concluded that the reduced 

i.e. the mean maglllltucle of the red 

error of how 

the different OmnlI1lg 

value did not reflect the accuracy 

it is a of red of the Gaussian 

stars that is "'''~/VlL''lU;',", for the poor fit to the data. Featured in 8 is a series of 

"hE'UllInIT the modified Gaussian fit to the data. 
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8: This that was the red 

15'.0 

.- Table 5: The relevant individual rhf!r'm'tpy'!<~tzr~ and the results process are 

nF",'Sf<""f'U below. nn"gpll'tpri here. 

MB9750 

No 2656 

No Stars 245 221 208 353 

14.22 13.97 14.19 

0.08 0.16 0.15 0.17 

-0.12 -0.13 -0.16 -0.09 

-0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 

13.98 13.73 14.08 13.95 

m-M 14.25 14.00 ·1-4.35 14.22 

Distance 7.1±0A 6.3±0.3 7A±OA 7.0±OA 

Table 5 illustrates the results. The distance to the Baade's window field P&S is 

7.65 The statistical error associated with the distances above is 0.2 while the total error is 

That OUI distances in agreenlent P&S the associated error. MB9731 is the 
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to that and 

Galactic Bar structure. 

its locati!on. may be located closer due to 

4.2.3 for the Galactic Bar Structure 

of the 

In the distances are indicative of a Bar structure. In order to test the accuracy of the 

distances calculated it is worthwhile to include a of how well their distances 

them within the Galactic Bar. There are many ways in which the structure of the Galactic 

can be modelled. One may choose between Gaussian or functions 

the volume of sources the line of Dwek et 1995 or Stanek 

et each model is tested until a 'best-fit' to the data at hand is found. An 

"'3'!l',"UI.>'U into the Bar red was conducted and it was found that the E2 Bar 

model "' .. ,,,,,,,,,,, a best fit to the data found that the inclination of the Bar 

to the line of between 20 and 30 This was in greement with Dwek et al 

who the variation of lunllin,osilty across the at different aveaerlgllls in the near-

infrared. 

This inclination is best understood the Bar model in the x-y In this x 

increases in the direction of rlp.f~rp~l"irIO l'",UClI,UI.> IUll,!;lI.UUJv, while the z-axis is in the direction of 

increalSinll! JS'~H",U,", latitude. The increases away from the observer. In order to relate the 

coordinates to the line of distance s, we have "'4'.l'UJlVl1"'. 

4.2.1 x==-s 

4.2.2 Y == + s 

4.2.3 Z +s 

where D is the distance to the Galactic Centre. This was chosen to be 8 as this was the value 

and it is their model with which the {Y"nn'~ri':rm will be made. chosen Stanek et al 
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In the the red et 6 shows the 

model at 700 pc below the Galactic In order to test the distances derived above it was a 

matter to a",,..,,,,rl'l't .. values and them onto the axis so that ,",V'UP"Ub>VU can be 

made with Stanek et al Table 6 shows the results of this exercise. 

Table 6: The location observed to the E2 Galactic Bar model 

et 

Field 

MB9728 

-O.56±0.02 

-0.25±0.06 

-O.25±0.04 

The uncertainties associated with y are because of the nn('prl,,,,.,h! associated with our 

distances s. Plotted in 9 are the fields Their 

errorbars occur in y. Even with these errors, the fields can be seen to be contained 

within the limits the E2 Bar model Stanek et al as seen in their 

number 6. 

In U'-"~H"VU. if a line is these a graOlelr1t of 3.077 is found when the line is 

forced to pass while if the mtlercept is allowed to be then a of 2.99 

is derived with an nt",'rl'",nt of -0.032. This may be translated as an 

inclination of the bar at Given that the uncertainties associated with each are 

considerable range of !-'V""HJJl'-' it is "'n('nl11",,,.,n none the less that 

the fields are within ,",,,,,,,,.,,,,,, .. t of the results shown in Stanek et aL LIlLI"''''''', it is ",,,r'''''''''''''i,, in the 

sense that the distances calculated show (Trpp,.,..", ... t with other studies. It is also an indication that if 

the distance to each field were to be corrected for its !-,VO'lLILIH in the and the distance to the 

centre of the then that result would agree with that of P&S within "YT'''rilm~,nt::l 

that the mte;rceot was this that my fields indicate an 

distance of about 7.969±O.8 which is consistent with the corrected distance 
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ofP&S. 

9: The \?aj'ac;tocenl7'ZC distance the E2 bar model etal 

-2 

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 0.2 0.4 
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This thesis has 

was obtained during the 

been concerned with red stars in the observed fields_ Data 

~"~_,"~u,.,.., follow up ~~"u .... u". of 1997_ Although limited data is vaHaUle;. I 

to use it here to determine some nrr\nprt,,·~ of the micro lenses. This nnT',",<>r-n cannot be rpn,.,r/ipri as 

but indicates what be done in a case where more data is available for 

5.1.0 Introduction 

There are several ways in which the zero-point calibrated fields may be for the "HallY"1" 

of their contained events. it enables us to calibrate the curve traced 

the event, and to make some kind of as to the 

lensed. the mass of the source may be inferred to some 

curve of a Ull''''U'1'''''''','l', event a source and a 

of the source star 

of accuracy_ The 

lens is .... ""1> .... "" ...... to be 

achromatic. It is thus eXjJected to be constant on the V - I axis of a colour 

deviation from this would reflect the presence of an unlensed star 

whose relative contribution to the observed 

the event. 

1;;""' .... ',,, ".""'5 .... " as the amplification varies through 

5.1.1 Photometric Calibration 

The archived data included a candidate and a number of reference stars 'VCLUUH')'; the 

candidate. the reference stars to the stars in the observed standard star fields the 

difference between the two could be estimated and the reference stars recalibrated with the 

curve of the event. the fields MB9749 and MB9750 were evaluated 
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reasons for the selection of these fields has been dealt The 1'"., .. .."" .... " may be 

broken down into a few 

• The i and V UIY6U;''''',,,,, of the reference stars from the archive were ""'Tln"rpr! to those 

of the zero corrected fields for which the nr(,,.pf1I11'P where the colour are 

taken into account had not been pelrto:rmled. When their differences are <OV<:UU,'lL<O'U, the 

show mean differences and between the two fields. The standard 

deviations from these mean differences D I::J and D ~v are also obtained. 

• The i and V H"","''',,,,,,,~,,,,, of the reference stars are then corrected the factors 

and to l and v where-after the colour are taken into account by the 

iterative described in the "","Hm'" The colour corrected and 

of the reference stars 

and the mean differences and with their standard deviations D I::J and 
< 

calculated. 

• It was then that the archived i and V values for the curves were 

corrected the mean differences and .In orderto find the average 

the curves of the corrected I and V magnitmjes were COlrllOarea and could 

be eye. 

• Of course, extinction would then have to be taken into account and the extinction at the 

centre of each field noted in Table 4 was as this should coincide with the pos;lt1cm of 

the event The final extinction-corrected mean values are pre:serlted in 

Table 7 as f These are the values that will be used to determine the 

of the VI""'''.'''!; source stars. 
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Table 7: This table n,."vu,p an account values calculated in tile ato'relil'lentiOlud steps 

p1ninlrl'lJPfl to reduce the data. 

~ 
MB9728 MB9731 MB9749 MB9750 

+0.09±0.06 0.5S±0.07 -1.44±O.IS7 -0.3±0.07 

± 0,,; -0.1l±0.06 -L75±0.04 -L73±0.176 -Z.39±0.OS 

+OAV +0.03+0.01 +0.5Z+0.0Z -0.39±0.01 
c 

±OM -0.Z8±0.03 -1.93±0.04 -1.S5±0.13 -Z.51±0.OZ 
c 

(V -1) +Z.6±0.04 2.91±O.O6 1.7±0.306 2.15±O.1O 

L78±O.04 2.26±O.O4 1.28±O.04 l.S7±0.04 

2.9 2.13+0.03 3.13+0.03 

1.39+ 0.S5+0.37 0.90±O.I7 

The curve of the event can then be on an V I 

From the location of the faintest end of the event i.e. when the source is at its baseline 

IU<1l'.llilUU<O. one may decide whether the source star lA,;lVl1~~" to the main sequence or branch 

and the index tables ,",v"uuU''''6 classification and in addition information about 

the of star may be consulted. If the baseline ULu6"' .... "''"' is not available then one is unable to 

determine the UillJlno:,lty class of the source star. one should be able to 

estimate the radius of the source star involved in the event if one is confident of the baseline 

5.1.2 and Derived Parameters 

The "u,,''' ... uv''~ of the curve of the event detllct~~d in both the colour 

and the V colour are shown in 10 so 

that the location of the faint end of the ordinate values (,C'lrnr'''l'Pti and a decision made as 

to which ~."""" J structure the source star is indeed a i.e. whether it is more 

located on the main sequence, the red or may be best classified as a 
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The faint of the ordinate values are 

it seemed indicative of the baseline 

the faintest measurements of the 

to within a few tenths of a 

curve where 

in some 

sense we are with a crude upper limit of the baseline of the 

upper limit on the source and the associated 

V''-'''''''',''5 curve and thus an 

Hn\lJPvpr similar 

studies conducted the full JAW.,V:'",,,.,,, curve should a more accurate illustration 

of pm:Sible source The source stars in fields MB9728 and MB9731 are more to be red 

stars whereas it is difficult to ascertain whether fields MB9749 and MB9750 are in 

fact of the main sequence or the red but seem more be 

branch than the main sequence. It is also known that MB9728 is a 

of it has been made et This will be dealt with cpn",.,,'tp 

Albrow et al 
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Figure 10: These figures represent the light curve amplification on the colour-magnitude diagram of each 

field. The faintest end of the light curve represents the baseline of the light curve associated with the field. 
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Table 8: These are the .<:nt"rfr,'11 source stars in every (JfJ.\"rll'~u micn,lel1Sinll1' 

Field 

MB9728 

MB9731 

MB9749 

MB9750 ROB 

0.85 

0.902 

LI2 20 

LI2 

0.92 

Table 8 a brelikdc)wn of the results VV"'l.lU"u, 

The uncertainties encountered in the calculation 

be of the order mag or more, so it does not make sense to find the 

7.092 

6.318 

7.44 

7.011 

of Johnson and 

could well 

in anymore 

detaiL It for MB9728 determined here is in 

that determined and tii t1·",.",nI'P in value that 

found V I use relation to 

correct the SFD map values described in Stanek extltnctlOn value of 

=1.56 as ODIloSE:d to the value 1.76 us in our for the 0.2 

TTPT'''''''-P between our that Albrow The reasons 

Cfi()()Sltng a have been (11SC;US~SOO. l'<Olflctlflelless, it is en<:oUJragmg for our 

(lU,~uy"".:>that it is \AJU:i>l;>,,,.,,with <In,,,n,> .. of the same event. 
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5.2.0 

the intnM1rH.tinn we have about the event amounts to the ~VIJlVYYlll'" 

• The to the source star 

• The radius source star 

• The rh~u·~,M-Plri<;:tir time scale of the event 

in <A.l"l4LHJH 5.2.1. 

• And the pre(11ct(!d m,axlmum mlagrnU(:atH)n 

.n1",n".""",t1l"," can be used in the 

and derive the lens mass under different situations. 

we can the mass lens 

5.2.1 to 

• is the distance from nh'~p,.,,,p,. to lens 

• V is transverse vplnrl1tv lens 
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MACHO 
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mass lens model 
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Different values for V range between 100 and on whether the lens is 

located in the disk or in the bar et while is unknown. All 

that we do know about is that it must be somewhere between the observer and the source star. 

For this reason, we choose a range of values for so that can be made. 

VU~~H},''"" lens masses were derived 5 .2.1 in the way: 

• A range =1 to a value close to at intervals of 0.5 was selected. 

• The recorded timescale of the event was used. 

• We use the value V =200 for the transverse V,"""U\..lLV V . 

• In """~"lVU, the calculations over the range of were n""'frunn,>iI for 

in Table and its upper and lower limits ( ±o.s associated with the 111'1"".,.1"",1" 

in the distances. 

the calculated lens masses were when the lens very close to either the 

source or the observer. The derived mass will also on the value used for If one 

assumes the range of VU~'''lU.',"" velocities to include values between 100 . and 

, then the derived masses may 

5.2.1. 
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5.2.1 ",,,nu .. Limits 

we looked at the IJU':>':>!UJ'" upper limits that the mass may have before it becomes 

to be seen before it would become detectable our in<:trnm".nt) When the curve 

U!U'UIJ.UIJ''', one of the numbers that comes out is the blend fraction. Some of the blended could come from 

the lens. If you know the ",.",,,,.,,,nt baseline and if it is VU,"'>!!"l" to determine the contribution due to 

VA~'U""U5 to be 0.05 AU"'5U""'o,A~, say, then you can find the maximum l!'>UU!\""" of the lens from 

1 )) 1 1 

This 

dwarf. 

and hence as before. The ~-,.~.~~ I can then be determined if the lens is a normal 

5.2.2 Lens "·,.,,, .. ,,Hnn 

The '·_II'_.".'-~ discussions of the individual events are made with reference to the range of lens 

masses calculated the nrr)"'",/"1111'" described above. The tables are not ,...r,,<:p.l1itP/"1 are 

inconclusive because the effects of V'''lOu,en", section have not been taken into account; 

a brief discussion of the UHIJu~.aU'u'Q of the results is pn~sente:d below. 

MB9731 

The lens 

The wrong relative 

may be more aP1Droipri 

the """UHl'PU'U1Q noted a PU""lU.'" lens mass. 

may have been assumed. The timescale suggests lower 

This that the lens is in the disk. 
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This is a short timescale event. It is eX!Jectea that most of the short time scale events occur in the 

Bar et but this is a statistical assertion and is no means the rule for 

11U''''' '-".v •• .:>",'" models. The mass is found to be of lens 

the lens bea 'UP .• rUT',.. low-mass star. this event detailed 'UUY""''''';:':;. 

MB9750 

This is a very short event low mass for any IJUO.'''~IU of the lens and 

lies in the planet,ary mass range. may 

caustic. This 

later and the event 

may a passage over a detailed in order to 

any useful information. 

5.2.3 

In very dense star fields the of stars may be blended with one another. hpr'''',n,rp the 

observed curve can be affected stars that aren't themselves lensed. The 

"''''''''",'5 from very dense star fields may be described as follows 

• When a star that is v ... ..,u.·v. than the detection limit "'''ULHU.'5 from is lensed and 

the measured flux is affected residual flux from other blended stars that are fainter 

than the detection limit. 

• When one of several stars below the detection limit is lensed and its flux is associated 

with the flux \0111'''1<''".'6 from other stars in the effective 

In aUI..IU,V11, the lens can also contribute to the rru'CfO!ler:lS1f:lg 

effect that needs to be ascertained and taken into account in the 

disk. 

curve and cause a """"H""'''5 

v" .. ' .... u,'" sections in order to 

the mass estimates. This is the 

scope of this thesis however and I will 

observations instead. 

include a short discussion of the effects 
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The result OIelrtOlIlg is that the ml(:rolensmg is very uncertain and the Einstein 

timescale of events is aPJ)an~ntlly shorter. In Wozniak & Stanek a discussion of the 

"""'V'-'J",,'_U with the presence of a blend and for it is nri!sente:d The 

curve that is most often used to fit four f"I""·;'fTll"t,·,. 

that the stellar is not blended. The use of this unblended fit to the 

curves assumes 

curve introduces a 

systenlatllc bias in the estimate of event timescales and the The even 

timescale to and the smallest distance between the source 

and the lens measured in units of Einstein are affected the most and the result of 

& 

.. is ove'restim:ate.d, 

.. ere!,tirrlate,d, and 

.. the lens mass is underestimated. 

As a result the observed value of maximum 

value. The errors increase with drr\nO',or V.I"'!!,UU"!', 

time at which maximum U";'",U.UU,,'''''lVU 

si~nificaJnt fraction of "''''<IM',pt,>r space. 

the lens 

smaller than its true 

remains well determined over a 

Wozniak and Stanek conclude that the presence of a blend can be detected the 

the red stars are so 

1.I''',11'''"H15 and due to their 

when the 

{espe(:lal.l) in the 

size are more 

< 0.3. also mention that 

would be affected 

to be resolved 

The results oresenitoo in five are ;;1J~;",u.'''L! at best. The reason for it was to 

illustrate the U""'''''',",,'U'lV/1;J p.,nnl'Ov,'I1 and IJVO,;;IUllOl usefulness. The lens mass determination is 

further the exclusion of the effects curve. The 

maximum mass estimates of the lenses oresenlted in the ....... ~''"''HIi6 sections of 5.3 do not take 
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are thus "'1l";"'YLaU at best. "'V,lil"''''.'' determination of lens masses 

would have to take into account the effects 

5.2.4 The Minimum Detectable Mass 

that the is also concerned with the detection also like to 

..... "uFo ... '" the lowest mass that we may be able to detect that we have a source with a 

This is modelled in and the eQUlatl()D the mass for which the 

source radius is no more than twice the Einstein 

5.2.2 :::: 6x 1 

In one should be able to detect masses to that of the moon in a based 

ml<:fOlens:mg survey HnU1PVP" to no planetary events have been observed 

in mlicrolen:slllig survey, with the of a detection of a planetary 

Rhie et aI 5.2.2 we derived a range of minimmn detectable masses for the 

range of distances as """'"",,,,,,,,,,,,, at the 1J"!)lHJlHlll:S of 5.2. '-"Y'''''''''', it aeJ:len(lS very 

on how well we were to determine its radius. The error in 

is evaluated in Table 7; the errors are small that at the very 

K or G is certain. The range of source radii that is derived is not to 

the values an The minimmn detectable masses are 

not pre'Selllted in the range from masses order of 1 to A standard 

mass would aroWld if we are th"",,.,·ti,,,, I able to detect masses 

planetary events? down to two orders ""',.6''' .... " .... lower than are we not 

it been that 5% of all stars should have mass within 5AU & 

It seems, that in order for a Planetarv event to become nl"l<:pr'JIl there are ... "",,, .. '·' ..... '6 

on the n .. ,> ... ","" .. , of such a event. The locatl()O of the with to its host star is 

is located within the Einstein of the lens star then local mUlirrla very Imlnortarlt. 

would become in the curve. If the is located outside of the Einstein then 
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local maxima would result in the curve. If the IS 

of the curve is affected. The <!tnrh""(>,,,, to the 

to the '-''''''",'' 

curve seem to be 

then the 

for 

Icn)lerISII:Lg is more 

in the detection 

n'"",,",llllV it has been asserted 

masses much lower than that et 

and its host 

effect 

It seems that mass fraction and the relative distance between the 

star need to have values within certain 

'-"',",VIW,;;, observable. 

A Event 

constrained in order that the pH"''''""""", 

5.2.5 

The nature of the event MB9728 is in Albrow The derived total mass 

of the lens aep1encls upon both the radius of the source and the distance to the source star. 

the same we may derive the """I",,",'V"" 

5.5.1 Jl '"' 19. 

where J..l is the relative lens-s()ur(~e proper is the source The lens VPllll'"rv 

V and mass can be the below 

5.5.2 v = ,where X and 

5.5.3. M 

lens were located to the source, the mass would 0.179 and 

would be 103 

would be 1.611 

. If the lens were located in the 

and the vpllV".liv would be 186.12 

U-\,'.LJ". we may say that if the lens is about 

corno(ments would be a brown whereas ifthe 
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of the COlnpl:me:nts is more to be a late M star. This is still consistent with the 

of Albrow et at We calculated the masses 5.5.3 with different 

combinations of and . The conclusions drawn above are ,,,,,.,,,,,,,·t,,rl our model 

calculations. 
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Our nr,\1"r·tprl distance to the Galactic Centre the E2 bar model is in close a!:!I'eelnelllt with 

that of P&S. In auu,n'VH, the derived inclination of the Galactic Bar to the line of is 

in with that Stanek et al associated with the 

distance to each field is than in other studies it is none the less in 

uU"~U'E> the red results of the aforementioned studies that were ",p,-t""lTl,'n 

""'''''''lTl"",t with the 

stars, This 

indication of is ""nr'''''''<'> and may reflect that we overestimate our errors. The 

of the red is suited to 

in view of the fact that many thousands of stars are monitored in each field . .1.11,",'"""", it is easy to 

see how the could be with much accuracy 

fields and thus more stars, 

in distance of 0.3 This is for the many 

accurate distances in rnu:rOlensmg, the determination of 

P&S achieved an 

that may result from 

the lens mass and the of the source star. While a lens mass cannot be determined 

with absolute COllIlClence, the distance to the field is one more variable with which the vv"" ... ",,, 

lens mass may be modelled, Its usefulness has been illustrated in five and it is easy to see 

mO.ersmrlolIlg of the observed event. It is how the use of more accurate distances lead to a better 

the omission of the effects of vWU~''''5 which no reliable COITImete 

the author has been established) which limit the results of this 

known to 

of our research \"""1"'''' 

and it is the me:th()do,lo~~y A ,",V!HI-"''''l<O of this kind is the scope of this 

that is V'''t'u,~"",,,, .... here, 

The red distance t", ... hni.nn", is one that has been debated at 

is able to obtain a clear 

It seems that no 

of the stellar 

studies refute the 

into the sys:tenllatJlc effects that the ", .. ",,,,,,,.ti 

may have on the mean 

conclusions of model-based studies, 

the are sure to 

of the 

new prOi!ects the multi-fibre spc~ctl'ograpih at 

into the abundances that different 
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lJu,al1lJW' of 

the 

other 

stars exhibit. This will in turn 

V£1'"'">''''''' of the red 

into the ;"'V\J'Uuv"<,, processes of 

"",,"'UHUUIC. Given the 

as a standard candle when f'1'l'mT'1il'lTf'n to 

a tool in the field of 

the conducted in this thesis has shown ,-,UJlHlJaW"'UlY with 

that of other studies and this validates further into the evolution of the red stars. 
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